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Introduction 

Law can be alive when Judicial system of our country is capable of delivering fair justice to the people who 

are in need. In current scenario where Globalization has took the world on its head, it’s necessary for every 

country to frame their legal system in a way that they can protect the interest of the people who are residing 

in their nation as well as those people who have interest in their country in one or the other form. India is the 

growing economy and is ready to face competent adaptive changes. Indian legal system is very complex in its 

nature. Its adherence towards public sometimes lacks because of poor connection of communication or when 

requisite people are unable to find appropriate source to approach the court or one or the other way to resolve 

the dispute. In the present scenario where people and government both adheres the importance of Law and 

justice, we can clearly visualize the immense growth in legal services and also other service which seems to 

be beneficial in reducing the gap of communication between the people, law and demand of society. 

Hierarchy of legal services 

We can only move ahead when we put our steps forward, in the same way we can make our legal system more 

stable when we enhance our legal services. In recent twenty years we have seen gigantic growth in legal 

services. Individuals have opened either their separate own firms or are practicing independently in the Courts. 

Legal firms are opening on the partnership basis is currently an on-going trend in India. In present time we 

can apparently witness the era of partnership firms dealing with different budgets, different fields and different 

purposes. Legal services are the part of legal aid or we can say legal services are the heart of legal aid as legal 

services are the form of aid which assures assistance to the people to approach the court for justice or to 

approach any other mode of dispute resolution. From small villages to metropolitan countries the influence of 

legal services is evidently flourishing. Legal services had bought many positive changes with itself such as 

reduction in communication gap between public and government, choices for the mode to resolve the disputes, 

availability of lawyers or advocates for assisting people according to the efficiency of the people pockets, 

increase in people concern for law and society, and most importantly made people aware and informed about 

the hierarchy of legal system and it’s working structure. Legal services had Provide the route to many people 

who were frightened even to enter the passage of legal surroundings. Legal series of events are the habitual of 

continuous dynamic changes as per the society needs because of which its paths are always full of 

complications and inconsistency. To proclaim and settle the construction of these inconsistency and 

complications legal services are the aid to it. 

But do you think that emergence of legal services had enter in our society with positive changes only? answer 

to this question is no. Everything in this world have two faces or we can say two aspects, even earth is not 

exempted from it. Legal services also had both aspects one is positive and other is negative. Every person does 

work or join any profession ultimately to earn money but to totally hide from your duties and responsibilities 

from your profession is wrong. Every individual who is connected with legal framework are the much 

respected person in the society but slowly people are becoming scared of these people instead of respecting 

them. Just for personal benefits advocates are mis-interpreting their clients or sometimes to make their clients 

win use in-appropriate way to deal with the situation. Now a days Advocates had blown away the fact from 

their minds that they are someone who can help aggrieved person and can contribute in making peace towards 

society except few. 
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Competition playing major role in the influence of legal services 

Competition had took the platform so well that the appreciation of clapping is corruption. Not only independent 

advocates even individual law firm or partnership law firm are also the prey of competition and corruption. 

Law firms now a days have totally adopted the agenda of commercialization. Many law firms are purely 

working for the commercial purpose. The real motive of the advocates and lawyers towards law and justice is 

almost becoming unnecessary for them. Due to effect of globalization such as increase in trade across the 

borders of the countries and establishing of many foreign organizations, commercial purpose companies and 

even many foreign law firms in India had accelerate the speed of competition. In a hurry to be the under the 

category of popular frame even law firms at a whole are indulge in the activities which are totally unfair. 

Whether independent lawyer or law firms or partnership law firms all have to understand that they are only 

the source which can diminish the lacuna between judicial system and public. To make people believe in law 

constantly is the first aim of the government of any country to assure but due to some greedy-needy people in 

our society even our judiciary system is not able to remain dirt free. Yes we can not refuse the fact that due to 

increase in globalization and socialization not even competition is increasing in spite the demand for justice is 

also increasing day by day and everyone wants that whosever is approaching court get justice instantly. 

Advocates and legal services had increased much in number than previous years but is not providing effective 

results in India. 

Conclusion 

In the present scenario we can clearly visualize that the influence of Legal services is very much unpredictable 

as law has widen its sources but is not seems to be much beneficial for judicial machinery. The choice of law 

as a career option by students is a result of increase in legal services with a bright future. As a whole it can be 

illustrate that law is a field which is of great importance and every citizen of India should take interest in it in 

one or the other way but with a mindset to maintain harmony in the society not for the gain of personal benefits. 

Emergence of legal services is really an unavoidable fact as many students career interest is in it as well as 

those people who are previously indulge in this profession are giving their best efforts to enhance the influence 

of legal services. As we know use or consumption of anything more than its limit is harmful for its consumer 

in the same way growth of legal services is a positive way to enhance the law society but with the help of 

people who are really concern for the law and society not with the people who are just pursuing this profession 

for their personal gains. As a whole we can conclude that only growth of legal services is not sufficient, make 

legal services stronger and honest so that law can speak and win the hearts of the people living in the society. 
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